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Church Planting Appendix 

DERBY DIOCESAN SYNOD 
12 October 2019 
Church Planting with Bishop Ric Thorpe. 
 
Deanery Representatives provided insight into the future hopes and aspirations for their deaneries 
with regards to church planting, which included feedback from their deanery synods who were asked 
to respond to the question “If resources were not a limiting factor, where in your deanery would you 
plant a new church and why?” 

 

Derby City Deanery 
Presented by Revd Simon Cartwright 

Derby considered what planting opportunities might be available. We are looking at two regenerating 
church plants on outer estates: 

- One in the North  
- One in the West of the City 

We are looking at a traditional church plant into new housing maybe into a school in the South of the 
City. 

We are looking to support emerging pioneering work with a partner mission agency working with young 
people in the East of the City. 

We recognise the city is different. 

- The density of population in the city is higher (3,028 residents per square km compared to 400 
residents per square km in county) 

- People tend to travel to church that they feel ‘at home’ in rather than attend a local church 
- The city is growing rapidly with new housing. 40,000 new residents expected by 2030 – (City 

already houses 25% of diocese population but only 19% of church attendees) 
- We recognise that we have already had some resource in the Resourcing Derby project 

What model of church planting might be effective? 

- Regenerating churches – breathing new vitality into older congregations especially on our outer 
estates, where modern quality buildings exist but underutilised and under resour4ced. 

- We want to pioneer new expressions of church where people would not normally go to church 
which may cross different traditions of church. 

- We want to work to foster church plants from successful gathered congregations across all 
traditions in the church – Catholic, Evangelical, Liberal and Charismatic. 

Which churches might be ready to support the planting of a church? 

- Our most obvious church is the resource church (a church in the Charismatic tradition) as this 
was set up to plant 

- We are also working alongside the fastest growing church in city which is a modern 
Catholic/Inclusive church tradition 

- We are also working with largest gathered churches in the city which are the Evangelical 
churches 
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- Finally, we want to support existing pioneers to grow and multiply their congregations. 

What communities have we identified? 

- Our biggest challenge is the outer estates especially to the NW and SE of the city 
- We are expecting sizable new housing especially to the south and west of the city 
- We recognise a demographic bulge in the population and need to renew our focus on the 18-30 

age range. 
 

Carsington Deanery 
Presented by Revd Duncan Ballard 

Carsington is a beautiful place to live and work and is in fact God’s favourite Deanery! Therefore, it’s no 
surprise that it’s a pretty, religious place: we have a population of 46,000 people served by 43 Anglican 
churches and a further 18 or so other places of worship - that’s roughly a church for every 700 people. In 
the Diocese of Derby, the average is one church per 3,500, and in the UK it’s one church for 5,500 
people. 

Therefore, I think chapter and synod could be excused for saying “please, Lord, no more buildings!” 

But when our conversations deepened to talk about congregation planting, then the atmosphere lifted, 
and the room came alive. We realised that we are already planting congregations in Carsington - this 
year we’ve planted two new worshipping communities (breakfast church, and ‘Open Doors’ for families 
with children with disabilities). Next year at least three new congregations are being planned (two 
‘Forest Churches’ and a ‘really time’ church). We believe with prayer, a bit of a push and some support 
from others we could double that number. 

So, planting congregations in the rural Deanery of Carsington - we’re up for it! 
 

Dove and Derwent Deanery 
Presented by Revd Jacqueline Stober 
 
We are largely a rural deanery but there are some opportunities of growth where there are new estates 
being built or where there are old estates which have been there, but the churches have not been 
touching them. So, two low hanging fruit opportunities are: 
 

1. Radbourne/Mackworth/Mickleover: 
Population up to 2011 was less than 11, so included in Etwall stats for census. New estate on 
North-East edge of city. Already 600 homes on Langley Park Estate, now another 600 near 
Radbourne (Hackwood Estate and Langley Park) There is also a new school being planned for 
this area. The deanery has identified opportunities in this area for a presence, which would need 
to be cross deanery because this particular junction is where we have the change from City to 
Dove and Derwent Deanery. 

2. Belper:  
The Parish of St Peters, Belper (which comprises of three churches) has identified an 
opportunity to the east of the town. Belper has a population of 19,000 people, 8,000 of whom 
are on the Alton Manor Estate which are currently not connecting with the church and who do 
not tend to refer to the churches of Belper. There are opportunities going on elsewhere in the 
town: Parks Estate will soon have the Blue Box Centre which is a hub for the local community. 
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This has been set up by a small group of Christians. Reach Belper is youth orientated community 
church conservative evangelical. And there is the use of the Whitemoor Centre for an old 
people’s day centre for their services for families and a meal every half term. 

 
Alton Manor is a huge estate which needs a church planting. There is Scout hut, Tesco Express, 
Takeaway where the youths hang out nearby. There is a Church school on the edge of estate. The parish 
has recognised the need for a pioneer who has time to concentrate on this community. The parish team 
currently has glancing contact with families but no capacity to pursue any further with three churches. 
None of which impinge on that area of town.  
 
Dove and Derwent deanery is excited with the prospects of church planting and are rearing to go…! 
 

Hardwick Deanery 
Presented by Revd Gill Manley 
At a Deanery Chapter meeting we discussed various options. There are new housing estates, Clay Cross 
new homes and so it would be possible to have a church plant there but it’s an area where there is a lot 
of churches, two Methodist, Salvation Army, Roman Catholic Church and North East Christian fellowship 
so we wondered if maybe we ought to be thinking of an area that has less church resources.  
 
We thought of Irongate, which is an area in the top 10% of most deprived areas nationally. It is also an 
area of high child poverty. We would like to plant a new congregation in an existing church, which has 
really good resources and even has its own social club. Doing work in the community. If we could have a 
fresh expressions church in that building, which has currently only got 60 people average attendance 
each week, that would be a better use of our resources. There are no ecumenical partners to work with 
but there would be people in the local community; parish council and other heritage interested parties. 
We thought of Green church, Wednesday church and a Youth church. Because when we did an audit of 
youth and children’s work in our deanery, we found our children’s work could be better and youth work 
was lacking but it is going to take a lot of work to address that, so we are reaching younger people in our 
deanery. 
 

Mercia Deanery 
Presented by Revd Mike Firbank 
Mercia Deanery Synod discussed where in the Deanery we thought it best to plant a church. A fairly 
large number of potential places were identified and supported.  
 
After discussion, it was agreed that the best place to start would be by working with Immanuel Church, 
Stapenhill on the Waterside Estate. This is a relatively deprived post-industrial housing estate, while the 
church has good facilities but requires further support to reach out more into the community. 
It was agreed that this could also be a base for reaching out into the neighbouring Drakelow estate 
which is currently being built. One idea which caught people's imaginations was that of church on a bus 
to reach these and other local communities more effectively. 
Finally, it was agreed that the Church of England nationally should encourage a requirement for the 
proper and effective inclusion of community spaces to be built on new estates. 
 
Moving Forward: 
Behind the scenes Rev Charles has been working with parishes and wardens to look at future profiles for 
moving forward long term with ministry and mission 
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We have a viable plan to move forward next year in the Stapenhill area with both leadership and in 
terms of a missionary outlook that could see support from Swadlincote join Stapenhill and begin to plant 
out from that parish base. 
 

North East Deanery 
Presented by Revd Canon Karen Hamblin 

The first problem I came across at deanery synod was that I had made the rookie assumption that 
people would know what church planting was and they didn’t, and I had to explain. I think this is an 
important point to make to this synod.  

When we collected feedback, there were a number of questions synod raised, that they would want to 
ask: 

 Where does God want us to be in the deanery? (working with strategy not after) 
 Where do wo not need a church? 
 What is the right DNA to plant? 
 How likely are we to succeed? (In other words, we need to be intentional and not just planting 

for the sake of planting). 

There were also a range of comments about important factors that we need to take into account in our 
deanery; rural areas have as much need as urban and suburban areas. We need to plant with 
ecumenicalism in mind, and we need to include all churches when looking at specific areas.  

There were a number of discussions going on in small groups about regenerative planting into existing 
churches, churches with diminishing congregations. Putting a new congregation in a current building not 
necessarily from the same tradition. The idea of different rooms in the same house (and we are actually 
looking at putting one of those in St Augustine’s in Chesterfield at the moment). 

And then there were practical suggestions, using church schools, building relationship, using buildings, 
using school hall as a place of meeting. Planting where there is a food hub, in areas of high social 
deprivation. The importance of looking at new housing estates being built in the area (Wingerworth 
being one that is nearly completed). 

Potentially using shopping precincts, looking at where people come to rather than going and trying to 
gather people. Looking at industrial planting, planting into industrial estates, church operating for 
people who are at work. Using the Proact stadium in Chesterfield as a base for the church. It is central, 
well known, with plenty of parking. Looking also at the potential for virtual church, church online and 
eco-church (we have one group that may be looking at the eco-church option in Barlborough and 
Clowne). 

Overall, Deanery Synod were up for the challenge. They had big questions and wanted to know if this 
was just another fad or part of an overall diocesan strategy. I assured them it was part of the latter. It is 
something that I feel will need to be revisited by us as part of our strategy for mission. It is one of many 
strands that can help God’s Kingdom come. 
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Peak Deanery 
Presented by Revd Tony Kaunhoven 

We are engaged in modelling mission and resourcing it that meets identified areas of growth and 
potential within the Deanery, but recognise that no one model or way of doing things fits all, especially 
in a Rural Deanery and discussion in the Peaks Synod felt that it wouldn’t be appropriate at this point of 
our shared journey to identify a particular place or setting to plant a church, but are interested in 
exploring more deeply the development of Market Town Churches as centres for resourcing and 
invigorating mission; the concept and development of churches as Mission Communities working 
collaboratively and in partnership together and encouraging every existing church to identify and 
develop new or existing ‘plants’ where God is already at work within a town, village, community context. 
We are also mindful of the potential for ecumenical collaboration and cooperation and where this may 
take root through discernment and prayer. 

1. We would prefer not to plant church as ours is a rural area – we need to bring out church 
congregations together before adding new ones 

2. Needs to be a good reason to consider this, a place where church isn’t 
3. Fairfield Estate, Buxton. Resources dispersed in several churches to revitalise’ existing 

congregations. How well do we resource current congregations? 
4. I don’t know enough about Deanery to suggest place. However, we would focus on children, 

youth, young parents… Consider more where do we as a church need to be 
5. We would like a plant to come into our church. Is a ‘Fresh Expressions’ planting? Harnessing 

other Christians in our communities 
6. Cities are different from rural areas. What rural areas want is a plant to reinvigorate existing 

churches. We don’t want more or additional churches. (Does this mean buildings?) 

We need more people to have fellowship with groups of believers in sparsely populated areas. May 
need to revise church law. Need help to get out into our communities in more depth and regularly – 
not another doing the same thing at the other end of the village. ‘Skill us up’. 

 

South East Deanery 
Presented by Revd Karen Padley 

We are in the aspirational position of thinking about church planting at the moment because we have 
lots of building. But Ilkeston has quite a lot of new housing developments and we looked at the Iron 
works, looking at the potential of those plans and a church building being part of that outlook, not 
necessarily a building but a community building that we could use for church planting. The Iron works is 
a large piece of land so there are going to be lots of houses.  

Ilkeston has been rediscovering itself, so we looked at the possibility of a potential plant there 
depending on what type of plant that might be. Approaching the congregation with sensitivity and 
gentleness.   

We are excited, but very much in the thinking and planning stage.  

 


